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The Strong Arm of the Law is Weak: How the TVPA and other International Law are not Protecting Victims of the International Sex Trade

Slavery is alive, well and flourishing. Not the slavery that ended with the U.S. Civil War, which is what most people think about when the word “slavery” is mentioned. Today, we call this form of slavery: HUMAN TRAFFICKING. As innocent as this term may sound, it is a tragic situation where many innocent women and children are trapped, suffering and dying.

When one counts all of the victims forced or coerced into servitude—from farms in India to charcoal mines in Brazil—the numbers reach into the millions. Even America is a major importer of sex slaves, with conservative estimates fluctuating between 18,000 and 20,000. Of those, nearly 80% are women, and half are minors. Cases of human trafficking have been reported in all fifty states in the United States.

“Over the last 10 years, the numbers of women and children [who] have been trafficked have multiplied so that they are now on par with estimates of the numbers of Africans who were enslaved in the 16th and 17th centuries.”

One expert defines human trafficking as “‘an opportunistic response’ to the tension between the economic necessity to migrate . . . and the politically motivated restrictions on migration . . . .”

Globalization, indeed, led to an increased exchange of both capital and goods, but it also led to an increase in labor migration.
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Subsequently, the globalization restructuring is what harshly affects women in developing countries by either "fostering exploitative conditions for women working in the formal sector, or pushing women directly into work in the informal sector." Further, "[t]he conflation of prostitution and trafficking has also led to the faulty idea that ending 'demand' for commercial sex will lead to a reduction in or eradication of trafficking." Sexual exploitation has taken the media forefront in recent years. Human trafficking is one of the most rapidly growing transnational criminal activities. Much legislation has been passed to try to curb this illegal marketing of women and children. Up until 2005, the legislation has been suggested but has had no "backing" or support to pass legislation to fight this criminal enterprise.

Four components comprise the demand for human sex trafficking: (1) the men who purchase commercial sex acts; (2) the exploiters who make up the sex industry; (3) the states that serve as destination countries; and (4) the cultures and environments that tolerate and promote sexual exploitation.

This paper will focus on the law of certain countries (as well as the international community) and the culture that allows these traffickers and Johns to largely go unprosecuted and undeterred. I will address this issue and propose policy considerations to tackle this problem head on.
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